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Mass transfer between sulfide and silicate liquids is often discussed elements (PGE), has resulted from liquation (immiscible
by reference to a mass ratio between hypothetical liquid reservoirs liquid phase separation) of sulfide liquid from mafic or
at equilibrium, defined as R. In an open system not at equilibrium ultramafic silicate magma. A central assumption of mod-
the mass of silicate melt from which a growing sulfide droplet els of magmatic sulfide deposit formation is that the base
appears to have scavenged chalcophile elements will depend on metals and PGE are strongly partitioned into the sulfide
diffusivities Di and DFeS of the element and of the FeS component melt. Previous discussions of the process by which sulfide
in the silicate melt, respectively, on the degree of supersaturation of liquids become enriched in chalcophile metals have fo-
the melt with FeS CFeS

o , on the radius a of the droplet and on the cused almost exclusively on models in which coexisting
velocity v with which the droplet is advected through the melt, so bodies of sulfide and silicate melt are considered to be
that in equilibrium at all times.

The intent of this paper is to demonstrate that natural
sulfide deposits preserved in igneous rocks will in manyR=

1

C FeS
o � Di+ 1/2 �aDiv

DFeS+ 1/2 �aDFeSv �. instances record metal distributions that never attained
equilibrium, as a result of the kinetic constraints on metal

Chalcophile elements are expected to show inter-element variations partitioning between phases. The consequences are that
in D spanning several orders of magnitude in some melts, leading different elements will seem to show evidence for equi-
to large inter-element variations in effective R in a given sulfide libration at different silicate/sulfide mass ratios within
body. These variations in effective R will lead to spatial separations single sulfide bodies. I describe the time-dependent evolu-
between zones of maximum enrichment of chalcophile elements tion of metal distributions in silicate–sulfide melt systems,
produced during fractional segregation of sulfide in layered intrusions. starting with analytical solutions for simple boundary
Whereas it has proven impossible to model the generation of spatially conditions and then adapting them to more complex
offset stratiform horizons in the Australian Munni Munni layered systems as numerical models.
intrusion using equilibrium partition coefficients, the present kinetic
model reproduces the observed patterns with great fidelity.

Equilibrium partitioning of metals
KEY WORDS: chalcophile element; platinum group element; partitioning; The idea that the ratio between the masses of interacting
sulfide melt; silicate melt; R factor silicate and sulfide magmas, defined as R, could have a

profound impact on the type and grade of mineralization
produced during and after a sulfide liquation event was

INTRODUCTION introduced by Campbell & Naldrett (1979). Most sub-
sequent studies of magmatic sulfide deposits have includedThe formation of many magmatic Ni–Cu–Co deposits,

which may contain significant accessory platinum group this concept as an essential part of their ore deposit
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Table 1: Notation

Symbol Definition Units

Csil concentration in silicate melt —

Csul concentration in sulfide melt —

C(r,t) concentration at radius r and time t —

Co concentration in the far-field or initial bulk concentration —

Cs concentration in silicate at the sulfide–silicate interface —

Co
FeS difference between FeS concentration and its equilibrium concentration —

KD sulfide–silicate partition coefficient —

R ratio of the mass of silicate to the mass of sulfide —

� dynamic viscosity Pa s

Di, Dj diffusion coefficients of elements i, j in silicate melt cm2 s−1

DFeS diffusion coefficient of FeS in silicate melt cm2 s−1

�sil density of silicate melt g cm−3

�sul density of sulfide melt g cm−3

�� difference in density between sulfide and silicate melt g cm−3

g acceleration due to gravity cm s−2

t time s

v velocity cm s−1

a length scale of a sulfide body (e.g. radius) cm

r distance from the center of the radial coordinate system cm

x distance from the origin of a one-dimensional system cm

y distance along a planar sheet cm

X downstream extent of a planar sheet of sulfide cm

A surface area of a sulfide body cm2

V volume of a sulfide body cm3

M time-integrated flux g cm−2

L characteristic length cm

m mass transfer coefficient g cm−2 s−1

J flux through a silicate–sulfide interface g cm−2 s−1

where Co is the concentration of the element in the bulkmodels. The starting point of the discussion of the R
system. For PGE, KD of the order of 50 000 (e.g. Fleet etfactor is the Nernst partition coefficient KD, which is
al., 1999) and initial concentrations in the melt of 1–10defined as
ppb permit concentrations up to 100 ppm in sulfide
liquids. Rocks containing disseminated PGE-rich sulfide

KD=
Csul

Csil
(1) can thus attain bulk concentrations of PGE of the order

of tens of ppm and as such can constitute important ores
of the PGE. Actual concentrations of metals in coexistingwhere Csul is the concentration of a minor or trace element
sulfide ores and silicate rocks measured in real systemsin the sulfide melt and Csil its concentration in the
suggest that R factors of the order of 100–500 may havecoexisting silicate liquid if the two melts are allowed to
prevailed in the formation of the Ni-rich massive sulfidesreach equilibrium. Notation for this paper is summarized
at Kambalda (Lesher & Campbell, 1993). The largefor easy reference in Table 1. In a closed system the
Ni–Cu deposits of the Noril’sk camp may have beentotal amount of the metal in question is fixed, and the
formed at R values of the order of 1000 (Brugman et al.,consequent mass balance constraint leads to the following
1993), whereas R factors as high as 100 000 have beenrelation (Campbell & Naldrett, 1979):
suggested for the PGE-enriched sulfide melts in the
Merensky reef of the Bushveld Intrusive Complex (e.g.Csul

Co
= KD

(1+ R )
(KD+ R )

(2)
Campbell et al., 1984).
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situations in which the far-field concentration of a metalKINETIC CONTROLS ON METAL
in the silicate melt Co is much greater than its con-

PARTITIONING centration at the interface with the sulfide melt Cs, so
Background that Cs may be considered to be effectively constant. In

reality, the metal content of the sulfide melt will increaseThe previous discussion of metal partitioning between
with time, so that the concentration of the metal in thecoexisting silicate and sulfide melts has assumed that they
silicate melt at the interface will also rise as a result ofinteract within a closed system at equilibrium, despite
the constraint imposed by equation (1). If Cs increasesthe fact that ore-forming magmatic systems are complex
until Cs > >0·1 Co then the assumption of constant Csopen systems. In natural systems metal partitioning occurs
is no longer valid. By reference to equation (2), andbetween droplets or pools of sulfide melt and moving
assuming that R q 1, one can see that this situation willbodies of silicate magma, much of which subsequently
arise whenever 10R > KD, i.e. whenever R attains a valuedeparts from the local system. To account for the large
about one order of magnitude smaller than KD. The moreR factors inferred for some ore deposits, it is necessary
geologically interesting situation in which the magnitudeto postulate that the sulfide liquid has passed through or
of R approaches or exceeds KD will be treated numericallybeen bypassed by great quantities of silicate magma (e.g.
after the derivation of the analytical expressions.Naldrett et al., 1992).

Previous discussions of kinetic controls on metal par-
titioning have been restricted in their scope. Barnes

Static systems(1993) devoted a paragraph to kinetic considerations but
One can consider two idealized geometries in whichconfined his discussion to the effects of KD on the size of
silicate and sulfide liquids might interact. At one extreme,a diffusive boundary layer. He indicated that apparent
the sulfide melt forms small droplets that are suspendedR values will be smaller for elements with larger KD, but
in the silicate melt. If the droplets are small enough, theydid not make any explicit comment on the role that
will sink through the silicate melt at a negligible rate,different diffusivities might play in controlling metal
and their interaction with the silicate magma will resultpartitioning. Barnes (1998) observed that metal ratios
entirely from diffusive mass transfer free from the effectsamong the chalcophile elements commonly differ be-
of advection in the silicate melt. The silicate melt sur-tween ores and their inferred silicate parents for metals
rounding each droplet may be modeled as an infinitewith similar equilibrium partitioning coefficients. She
space containing a spherical cavity. Alternatively, tosuggested, among other possibilities, that fast-diffusing
address the effect of limited volumes of silicate melt (finitemetals may move more efficiently into sulfide droplets,
R factor) the system can be modeled as a spherical shellleading to higher R factors for the more mobile elements.
of silicate melt surrounding the droplet, with a zero-fluxLesher & Campbell (1993) suggested that small droplets
condition at the outside of the droplet.suspended in turbulently convecting silicate magma

At the other extreme, the sulfide liquid may collectwould scavenge metals more efficiently than would large
into a large pool, which, because of its greater density,drops or pools of sulfide melt.
will sit in a depression at the base of a silicate magma
chamber or conduit. In this case, the sulfide melt may
be considered to be an infinite sheet below a planar

Formulation of the problem interface adjacent to a silicate melt body forming a half-
space. If the silicate melt is at rest then the mass transferDisequilibrium between coexisting sulfide and silicate

liquids causes chemical diffusion of melt components is entirely diffusive, and can be treated as a one-
dimensional flux from a half-space into a sheet.tending to bring the two phases into the equilibrium

compositions described by equation (1). Elements with Given the assumption that mass transfer within the
sulfide liquid is instantaneous (i.e. it is well mixed), onlyhigh diffusivities D will be able to move toward the

silicate–sulfide interface faster than slowly diffusing ele- diffusion within the silicate melt needs to be considered.
The derivations of equations governing mass transfer inments. The more mobile elements will thus appear to

have been gathered into the sulfide melt from larger the two static systems described above are given in the
Appendix.volumes of silicate melt, and assessment of the relative

concentrations of two different elements in the coexisting The addition of an advective term to any diffusive
mass transfer problem will introduce an additional termphases will lead to conflicting estimates of the effective

ratio R between silicate and sulfide liquids that have with a linear time dependence, speeding the process at
long time scales. Solutions to heat transfer problems caninteracted.

Throughout the following discussion, I assume that provide exact analogies to mass transfer problems through
simple linear transformations. In the Appendix, I applythe sulfide melt is effectively inviscid and well mixed.

Furthermore, I initially restrict the discussion to those models of convective and conductive heat transfer (Pitts
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& Sissom, 1977; Marsh, 1982) to the convected cases of �sil

�sul
(Co− Cs)the static problems above by defining expressions for

coefficients of mass transfer and relating them to fluxes
and effective R factors. which scales the results to the melt densities and metal

concentrations present. Time dependence of mass trans-
fer into sulfide is scaled to diffusivity and the dimensions
of the sulfide body through the dimensionless terms,Analytical expressions for mass transfer

Equations (A5), (A8), (A16), (A22) and (A23) give the
amount M (in g cm−2) of metal that will have passed �Dt

a 2 ,
Dt

a 2 , and �vt

a
or �vt

L
.through a unit area of interface in a given time for the

five geometries considered. The concentration of the
metal in the sulfide liquid is related to M, the surface

To those readers familiar with problems involving diffu-area A of the sulfide body, the volume V and density �sul
sion in static systems the presence of a linear timeof the sulfide:
dependence in the static case represented by equation
(4) will appear remarkable. The reason it appears is thatCsul=

MA

�sulV
. (3)

the temporal reduction in supply of solute to the interface
as a result of lessening of the concentration gradient at

The resulting variation of Csul with time for a variety the interface is exactly balanced by the focusing of solute
of geometries is given below:

from an increasingly large volume into the interfacestatic spherical droplet:
region.

The forms of equations (4)–(8) all show explicit de-
Csul= 3

�sil

�sul
(Co− Cs ) �Dt

a 2 + �4Dt

�a 2� (4) pendences on the diffusion coefficient D of the metal
under consideration. Whereas the two solutions for the
planar interface show square-root dependences on D, the

static planar interface: three solutions for spherical sulfide drops share a linear
dependence on D. Diffusion coefficients for metals in
silicate melts vary strongly with temperature, melt com-Csul=

2

��

�sil

�sul
(Co− Cs) �Dt

a 2 (5)
position, and with the characteristics (charge, ionic radius)
of the cations themselves (e.g. Henderson et al., 1985;

moving silicate melt above a planar interface: Mungall, 2002a). Differences in charge and ionic radius
can induce inter-metal variations in D of up to four
orders of magnitude in some melts. There is therefore aCsul=

3 �2
4

�sil

�sul
(Co− Cs) �Dt

a 2 · �vt

X
(6)

potential for mass fluxes to differ by four orders of
magnitude for two different metals into the same sulfide

spherical droplet falling through static silicate melt: droplet. This is a first-order effect that cannot safely be
ignored in treatments of silicate–sulfide mass ratios.

Csul= 3
�sil

�sul
(Co− Cs ) �Dt

a 2 + �Dt

a 2 · � vt

4a� (7)

spherical droplet in an external flow:

Estimation of R factors
Csul= 3

�sil

�sul
(Co− Cs ) �Dt

a2 + �Dt

a 2 · � vt

4L� (8) To calculate a mass of silicate melt msil from which the
metal would have been extracted had the process actually
been an equilibrium partitioning event, the mass of metalwhere Csul, Co and Cs are the metal concentrations in the
added to the droplet must be divided by the differencesulfide melt, and in the silicate melt in the far field and
between the initial concentration of the metal in theat the interface, respectively; �sil and �sul are the densities
silicate melt and concentration Cs it would have in theof the silicate and sulfide melts, D is the diffusivity of the
silicate melt at equilibrium with the sulfide droplet aftermetal in silicate melt, t is time, a is a characteristic length
the mass transfer had taken place:scale (radius of droplet or depth of sulfide pool), v is the

velocity of a flow, L is the length scale of an external
flow and X is the downstream extent of a sulfide pool. msil=

Csul Vsul �sul

Co− Cs
. (9)

All of equations (4)–(8) contain the dimensionless term
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Comparing this hypothetical mass of equilibrated silicate
melt with the mass of the sulfide body and simplifying
we find

R=
Csul KD

Co KD− Csul
. (10)

An identical result is obtained from equation (2) if R
q KD, which is tantamount to neglecting the mass of the
sulfide melt body within the mass of the entire system.
However, equation (10) describes an apparent R factor
that would be calculated for a single metal in a sulfide
melt that has not reached equilibrium with its silicate
host, whereas R in equation (2) describes a true ratio
between the masses of two discrete and fully equilibrated
melt reservoirs.

At short times, before Csul approaches the magnitude
of CoKD, equation (10) simplifies to

R=
Csul

Csil
(11) Fig. 1. Log R factor vs log time at constant KD, static case. Each curve

shows results for the indicated value of D/a2, at a constant KD = 105.
(See text for explanation.)so that equations (4)–(8) give the effective R factor when

simply divided by Csil.

coefficient of a chalcophile element does not play any
direct role in the composition of the sulfide droplet until
metal concentrations in the silicate melt at the interfaceNumerical models
approach those of the far-field concentration. All behaviorThe dependence of R on time that can be obtained by
at relatively short times is controlled by kinetics, and thecombining equation (11) with any one of equations (4)–(8)
equilibrium partition coefficient is relevant only afteris applicable only at short times before the composition
much of the mass transfer has already taken place.of the sulfide reservoir has been significantly affected, as

Figure 1 is a logarithmic plot of the apparent R factordiscussed in the formulation of the problem above. To
vs t for the case of the static spherical sulfide dropletestimate R at longer times it is necessary to resort to
when D/a2 = 10−2 (consider that a value of D/a2 =numerical methods, using the full form of equation (10)
10−2 s−1 could correspond to a diffusivity of 10−6 cm2

and allowing Csul to vary according to the results of one
s−1, near the upper limit of diffusivities observed in silicateof equations (4)–(8) in a sequence of discrete time steps.
melts, and a droplet radius of 0·01 cm). The curve labelledEach time step begins with Co equal to the original far-
‘open system’ was calculated using equation (4) in a seriesfield concentration, but with Cs reset to be in equilibrium
of finite time steps as described above. Also shown in Fig.with the value of Csul calculated in the previous time step,
1 is the curve calculated using the analytical expression forby applying equation (1). The key concept behind this
R obtained by combining equations (4) and (11).approach is the assumption that the rate of increase of

The analytical solution is equivalent to the numericalCsul is slow compared with the rate at which the near-
model at times when Csul p CoKD. As Csul approachesfield diffusion profile will be established. As long as this
CoKD the analytical solution begins to increase rapidly,is true, a series of discrete steps can be modeled, each
and encounters a singularity at the time when Cs equalsas a steady-state system as per the assumptions behind
Co. This behavior results from the incorrect assumptionthe derivations of the flux equations in the Appendix,
of constant Cs = 0 that went into the derivation of thewith the initial conditions for each time step having been
analytical expressions. The numerical model shows theset by the final conditions of the previous step. That
same initial linear increase of effective R against timethis should not introduce significant instabilities in the
until the metal concentration in the sulfide begins to risenumerical simulations is supported by the coincidence of
significantly. Although the slope begins to increase herethe analytical and numerical solutions for the static sphere
also, no singularity is reached because in the numericalshown in Fig. 1. Values for the other parameters in
model the metal flux into the sulfide diminishes as theequations (4)–(8) have been varied in the following section
metal concentration in the sulfide rises.to cover their plausible ranges.

If two metals are characterized by different diffusivitiesEquation (11) shows that if a pre-existing sulfide drop
of finite size is introduced to a silicate melt, the partition Di and Dj, their effective R factors at any given time will
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differ by a factor of at least Di/Dj. Because of the change
in slope shown in Fig. 1, effective R factors may differ
by as much as an additional factor of 100 during the
time when the concentration of the faster diffusing metal
has already begun its steep rise but the slower one remains
on the linear portion of the curve. It is important to
recall that if R greatly exceeds KD the metal concentration
becomes sensibly constant at the equilibrium value pre-
dicted by equation (1).

To test the validity of the numerical approach I have
implemented an implicit finite-difference scheme (Crank,
1975) to calculate model diffusion profiles around a
droplet in a static spherical shell of silicate melt. The
boundary condition at the inner radius of the spherical
shell of silicate melt is the concentration that would be
in equilibrium with the metal concentration calculated
for the sulfide droplet in the previous time step, whereas
the outer radius of the spherical shell is subjected to a
no-flux condition. The diffusion profile is integrated over

Fig. 2. Log R factor vs log time for various KD, static case. Each curve
the spherical diffusion region and used to calculate a shows results for the indicated value of KD for droplets with the indicated
mass uptake of metal by the droplet, which allows the radius a within a spherical shell of melt 1·25 cm in radius. (See text for

explanation.)new metal concentration within the drop to be calculated.
The new metal concentration is used to update the
boundary condition on the inner surface of the spherical

diverge by an additional order of magnitude, represents ashell for the next time step. As the implicit finite-difference
period of about 3 years, whereas the entire initial periodscheme is stable, it provides a useful check on the accuracy
during which the two curves remained parallel lastedof the other numerical model. The implicit finite differ-
only for 1 month. After about 10 years the two curvesence model can also be used to investigate the effects of
converge on the equilibrium value of R of >108.competition between droplets for metals, by varying the

In Fig. 2 the variation of apparent R factor with timeouter radius of the spherical shell of silicate melt to
is shown for a series of implicit finite difference simulationsestablish different silicate/sulfide mass ratios. The pres-
for the static spherical drop with the same D but differentence of a finite volume of silicate melt leads to the eventual
indicated values of KD. The time at which the curveestablishment of a fully equilibrated silicate–sulfide melt
begins to steepen is delayed by the effect of a larger KD,system in which concentration gradients have been erased
and hastened by smaller KD, as suggested by Barnesby diffusion and the system has attained an equilibrium
(1993). This effect cannot induce any dispersion of ap-closed system R factor equal for all metals present.
parent R factor amongst elements that share equal valuesThe results of a series of runs of the implicit finite
of KD.difference model for the same conditions as the analytical

The model results shown in Figs 1 and 2 are all forand numerical model curves with indicated choices of
situations in which the spherical droplet sits motionlessD/a2 are also shown in Fig. 1, as curves flattening off to
in a static body of silicate melt. In Fig. 3 the effects ofconstant (equilibrium) values of R at long times. Each
droplet settling through static silicate melt are exploredcurve with D/a2 = 10−5 is labelled with the diameter of
using successive applications of equation (7), each usingthe outer shell employed in the simulation; another series
the value of Csul generated by the previous time step.of curves with different values of D/a2 form a series of
Each curve in Fig. 3 represents the variation of apparentparallel trends offset to higher R values. Small outer shell
R with time for a single element in sulfide drops of theradii correspond to smaller R values of the bulk system;
indicated radius, which are sinking through static silicatethe choice of D/a2 = 10−5 was made to demonstrate
melt with a viscosity of 100 Pa s, a typical value for athe equivalence of the numerical models to values of R
basaltic liquid (e.g. Ryan & Blevins, 1987). Despite themuch larger than are usually thought to obtain in natural
greater fall velocities associated with increasing dropletsystems.
radius, the overall effect of increasing the radius is toIt is worth pointing out here that, as the time scale is
diminish sharply the flux of metal into the droplet. Thislogarithmic, the relative importance of times at the right-
occurs because the dependence of R on Dt/a2 in the firsthand side of Fig. 1 is much greater than the earlier times.
term dominates over �(vt/a) in the second term ofFor example, the time between 106 and 108 s, during

which the curves labelled D/a2= 10−2 and D/a2= 10−3 equation (7).
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Fig. 3. Log R factor vs log time for sulfide drop falling by Stokes’
Fig. 4. Log R factor vs log time for sulfide drops in external flows.flow. Each curve shows results for indicated drop radius. (See text for
Each curve shows results for the indicated strain rate (s−1). The curveexplanation.)
labelled ‘Stokes’ is from Fig. 3 for the droplet of the same radius; the
curve labelled ‘static’ is from Fig. 1 for the open system. (See text for
explanation.)

In Fig. 4 the effective R factor is shown for a 0·01 cm
droplet suspended in a variety of external flows with

interesting dimensions under static bodies of silicate meltvelocity gradients from an upper limit of v/L = 1 s−1

will not be expected to reach high R over times of the(e.g. 10 m s−1 change in v over a distance of 10 m) down
order of 30 Ma.to zero. These curves were calculated using the numerical

Even allowing for rapid advection of silicate magmaapplication of equation (8). The time dependence of R
above sulfide pools cannot account for the commonfor Stokes’ flow of a 0·01 cm sulfide droplet also appears
observation of high R factor sulfides found at present inin Fig. 4 for comparison. The velocity gradient in this
massive sulfide bodies. High metal tenors must have beencase is>2·45× 10−4 s−1, four orders of magnitude less
generated in an earlier stage in the evolution of thethan that expected in a magma flowing rapidly through
sulfide in which it was dispersed as small droplets withina dike or lava tube. Also shown for comparison is the

curve for the static droplet, reproduced from Fig. 1. a silicate magma (see Lesher & Campbell, 1993). This
may have occurred before the pools ever formed, as theSettling of sulfide droplets from a static silicate melt

allows only slightly more efficient mass transfer than is sulfide was first generated by the liquation event, or it
may have occurred during successive disturbances thatexpected for static droplets, whereas the introduction of

a vigorous externally driven flow can cause important dispersed the pools into the silicate magma after which
it was once more collected into depressions or regions ofincreases in the rate of mass transfer.

In Fig. 5 the rates of metal uptake by sulfide melt pools lower flow velocity. For example, a komatiite channel
100 m wide and 20 m deep, flowing at an average ratefrom static and convected silicate melts are compared.

It should be noted that the scales in Fig. 5 are offset by of 10 m s−1 (upper curve in Fig. 5) for 1010 s would would
generate a flow with a volume of 2 × 108 km3 while atwo units in log(R) and four units in log(t) from the

preceding diagrams, and that the diffusivity for the metal subjacent sulfide pool attained an R factor of only 600.
This volume is at least an order of magnitude larger thanis at the upper limit of the plausible range (compare with

diffusivities in Table 2). The five curves in the upper part that of the entire Siberian flood basalt province. It seems
more probable that observed R factors in Kambalda-of the diagram represent the increase in apparent R with

time for sulfide pools being overridden by silicate melts type ores can only have been generated by metal transfer
into suspended sulfide drops at some time before theirwith the indicated velocities, calculated using equation

(6). The straight line in the lower part of the diagram eventual collection in pools at the bases of flows. Similarly,
massive mineralization in gabbroic systems, exemplifiedshows the dependence of R on time for the sulfide pool

under a static body of silicate melt, calculated directly by the Ovoid orebody at Voisey’s Bay and the Offset
and Sublayer deposits at Sudbury, must result fromfrom equation (5). Pools of sulfide melt of economically
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Table 2: Estimated diffusivities

Kambalda1 Bushveld2 ferrobasalt3 Sudbury4

log(�) (Pa s): −1·37 0·37 2·02 2·39

Al/alk: 5·49 2·68 1·49 2·42

T (°C): 1638 1411 1100 1180

M/O: 0·388 0·25 0·213 0·185

Element r (Å) Charge D (cm2 s−1) D (cm2 s−1) D (cm2 s−1) D (cm2 s−1)

Cu 0·91 1 9·6 × 10−6 1·0 × 10−5 5·4 × 10−6 2·9 × 10−6

Au 1·51 1 1·5 × 10−5 3·0 × 10−6 5·2 × 10−7 2·7 × 10−7

Ni 0·83 2 3·7 × 10−6 8·5 × 10−7 1·1 × 10−7 5·8 × 10−8

Pt 0·94 2 3·2 × 10−6 9·2 × 10−7 1·4 × 10−7 7·3 × 10−8

Rh 0·93 2 3·3 × 10−6 9·1 × 10−7 1·3 × 10−7 7·1 × 10−8

Pd 1·00 2 3·1 × 10−6 9·5 × 10−7 1·5 × 10−7 8·1 × 10−8

Fe 0·92 2 3·3 × 10−6 9·0 × 10−7 1·3 × 10−7 7·0 × 10−8

Ir 0·94 2 3·2 × 10−6 9·2 × 10−7 1·4 × 10−7 7·3 × 10−8

Os 0·82 3 6·9 × 10−6 2·8 × 10−7 6·4 × 10−9 3·5 × 10−9

Ru 0·82 3 6·9 × 10−6 2·8 × 10−7 6·4 × 10−9 3·5 × 10−9

Maximum variation in D 5 40 850 830

Sources for melt compositions: 1komatiite (Williams et al., 1999); 2marginal intrusion (Harmer & Sharpe, 1985); 3synthetic
ferrobasalt based upon Skaergaard ferrobasalt (Toplis & Carroll, 1995); 4quartz diorite, Copper Cliff offset dyke (C. Capes &
J. E. Mungall, unpublished data, 2001). Viscosity was estimated by the method of Shaw (1972). More information on the
parameters Al/alk and M/O and the method of estimation of diffusivities has been given by Mungall (2002a).

Growth of sulfide droplets
Sulfide droplets grow from infinitesimally small sizes
during liquation events, and the relation between droplet
size and apparent R factor shown in Fig. 2 might suggest
that during the initial stage of droplet growth the very
small size of the droplet would lead to essentially in-
stantaneous attainment of extremely high R factors, mak-
ing the entire discussion irrelevant. The growth of the
droplet from an arbitrarily small size within a static
silicate melt is accomplished by chemical diffusion of FeS
into the droplet. As will be discussed at more length
below, both Fe2+ and S2− have diffusivities near the
middle of the range of diffusivities expected to be observed
for chalcophile metals in silicate melts.

Some metals will diffuse into the droplet faster than
do Fe2+ and S2−, causing the concentrations of those
metals to rise in the sulfide droplet faster than they can
be diluted by the increased mass of the droplet itself.
Other metals will diffuse more slowly than the Fe2+ andFig. 5. Log R factor vs log time for sulfide pools adjacent to flowing

magma. Each curve shows results for the indicated magma flow velocity. S2−, so that the droplet grows in volume relatively quickly
The curve labelled ‘static’ is the solution for the case of static silicate compared with the rate of addition of the slowly diffusing
melt. (See text for explanation.)

trace chalcophile metal. The result will be that a slowly
diffusing trace metal will not be able to attain a high R
factor as long as the sulfide droplet continues to grow.

The concentration of solute in the material being addedcollection of sulfide droplets that had already attained a
high R factor. to the droplet at a given time is the ratio of the flux of
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the metal to that of FeS, both being obtained from Whatever the initial composition of a growing sulfide
droplet, it will converge over time to the compositionequation (A21);
given by equation (13), (14) or (15), because the original
metal budget will be overwhelmed by the composition
of the added material as the droplet grows. If a droplet
is growing from infinitesimal size during a liquation eventCsul=

(Co− Cs)
C FeS

o �
Di

a
+ �Div

4a

DFeS

a
+ �DFeSv

4a

� (12)
then equation (14) will apply initially, but as the droplet
increases in size at some time its composition will reflect
the onset of Stokes’ flow and the reduction in dispersion
of apparent R consistent with equation (15).

where DFeS is the diffusivity of the melt component FeS If the silicate melt is finite, and there are multiple
that is feeding the growing droplet C FeS

o , and is the sulfide droplets competing for metals, then at some time
difference between the far-field concentration of FeS and the concentration profiles surrounding each droplet will
the equilibrium concentration of FeS in the silicate melt begin to interact, as was considered in the implicit finite
at the interface (i.e. the degree of supersaturation of difference model used for Figs 1 and 2. There are
sulfide). Equation (12) cannot be solved directly for rapidly some interesting and counterintuitive consequences of the
diffusing metals because Cs depends on Csul; unless Cs can transition from disequilibrium to closed system behavior.
be neglected (as for slowly diffusing metals) it cannot be The true final R factor for the bulk system is equal to
calculated. It can be determined through consideration the inverse of the initial degree of sulfide supersaturation
of the R factor as follows. The mass of an infinitesimal

C FeS
o . Before the concentration profiles of the fastest-

volume dV of the sulfide melt representing new growth diffusing elements within the silicate melt have begun to
from the silicate melt is �suldV; the mass of silicate melt overlap and interfere with each other, the effective R
dm estimated through equation (9) can be used with the values for these elements will actually exceed the true
definition of R to give the following expression for the bulk R, by a factor equal to D/DFeS. During the time
apparent R factor of the material continuously being when the diffusion profiles of the fastest-diffusing metals
added to a growing droplet: are interacting and drawing down the supply of the fast-

diffusing metals but the FeS diffusion profiles are still
effectively infinite (i.e. are not interacting) the dropletR=

1
C FeS

o � Di+ 1/2 �aDiv

DFeS+ 1/2 �aDFeSv�. (13)
size will be increasing whereas the total amount of the
fast-diffusing element within the droplet will not. In this

If the droplet is essentially static (i.e. Di q av) then case, the effective R value shown by the fast-diffusing
equation (13) simplifies to metal will drop from its high steady-state level attained

in the early stage of growth toward a true bulk R value
R=

D

C FeS
o DFeS

(14) that is set by the ratio of silicate melt mass to the mass
of sulfide that will eventually reside in the immiscible
droplets. Once the droplet has stopped growing, thewhereas if Di p �Diav (the flow is rapid) then
slower-diffusing metals will depart from their low steady-
state values of apparent R and rise toward concentrations

R=
�Di

C FeS
o �DFeS

. (15)
reflecting the true bulk R value of the system.

If sulfide droplets settle out of the silicate melt as
The values of both Csul and Cs can be determined for they continue to grow, so that they are removed from

both fast- and slow-diffusing metals by calculating R from communication with the silicate melt, they will record
equation (13), (14) or (15) and applying equations (1) and apparent R factors for each metal as given by equation
(2). In the early stages of droplet growth, before settling (14). In this way, rapidly diffusing chalcophile elements
velocity becomes significant, the value of Csul approaches can become significantly fractionated from slowly diffus-
the equilibrium value set by equation (1) for all cases ing elements during the process of formation of a sulfide-
when rich unit within a larger igneous intrusion. Subsequent

deposition of sulfides from the same body of silicateD q C FeS
o DFeS . (16)

melt, as it continues to exsolve sulfide, will result in the
formation of a zoned sulfide deposit, in which the variousEquation (16) indicates that at low degrees of sulfide
metals will show peak abundances at different strati-supersaturation, R factors will be high for all elements,
graphic levels depending upon both KD and Di.even those that diffuse much more slowly than FeS. If

This effect can be explored by a finite difference modelthe degree of superaturation is increased, the slowest-
in which a sulfide droplet grows from a small size bydiffusing species will show progressively smaller R factors

whereas fast-diffusing species remain at high R. the addition of FeS and metals through application of
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whose apparent R values correspond to the true mass
ratio of silicate to sulfide melt. Collection of these drops
would be problematic because their Stokes’ flow rates
would be negligible, and such finely dispersed sulfide
liquid might be transported for great distances in silicate
melts without settling to form economically interesting
concentrations. Crystal accumulation or flow through
constricted spaces between accumulated silicate phases
(e.g. phenocrysts or xenoliths) would promote their col-
lection and deposition, perhaps accounting in part for
the common association between abundant xenoliths
and sulfide concentrations (e.g. Voisey’s Bay, Noril’sk,
Sudbury).

If the nucleation sites are widely spaced, then the
droplets will continue to grow for a long time before their
diffusion regions begin to interact with those surrounding
other droplets. At extremely low nucleation density, the
growing droplets will remain effectively isolated from all
other droplets until they have grown so large that theyFig. 6. Growth and settling of sulfide drops. Curves showing the

radius, displacement and velocity of a growing drop as it settles by rapidly settle out of the melt by Stokes’ flow. In this latter
Stokes’ flow through a static silicate melt are indicated. Scale units are case, the result will be the deposition at the base of the
indicated in parentheses for each curve. The three curves labelled R magma body of a few relatively large sulfide dropletsshow the effective R value for metals whose diffusivities exceed, match

whose compositions are controlled kinetically throughor are less than that of FeS, as indicated. (See text for explanation.)
equation (13).

Because of the energy barrier to nucleation of new
equation (8). At each time step the amount of FeS and sulfide droplets within silicate melt, the primary controls
metal added by diffusion is calculated. As input to the on nucleation density are the surface energy of the
following time step a new droplet size is determined by sulfide–silicate melt interface and the degree of super-
addition of the amount of FeS added to the original saturation (Dowty, 1980). Low degrees of supersaturation
droplet volume. The velocity in equation (8) is estimated and high surface tension will conspire to inhibit nuc-
using Stokes’ Law for an inviscid droplet [equation (A20)] leation. Sulfide–silicate melt interfaces show surface ten-
and used in the following time step. The results are sion between two and 10 times those typical of silicate
shown in Fig. 6, which shows that the effective R values melt–silicate solid interfaces (Dowty, 1980; Ip & Toguri,
in the droplet after it has settled through 1 km of magma 1993), possibly promoting substantial delays in nucleation
do not differ much from the peak values attained by the of sulfide droplets within the silicate melt. Heterogeneous
droplet in its earlier stage of slow growth and negligible nucleation of sulfide droplets on silicate minerals would
settling velocity. Elements diffusing faster than FeS show also be inhibited because interfacial energies between
slightly decreasing R values as the droplet accelerates sulfide melt and silicate solids are similarly high (Ip &
and falls to the floor, whereas the slower-moving elements Toguri, 1993). The solubility of sulfide in magmas is
benefit from a slight increase in R as the droplet moves an increasing function of temperature (e.g. Wendlandt,
faster and more undepleted melt is advected close to the 1982). Thus if a magma is cooled through the sulfide
sulfide–silicate interface. saturation temperature it is to be expected that nucleation

of sulfide droplets will lag substantially behind that of
silicate phases, that the nucleation sites will be widely

Nucleation density spaced, and that the resulting small number of sulfide
droplets will continue to grow in effective isolation fromThe distance between the nucleation sites of sulfide
one another until they have attained sufficient size todroplets will play a critical role in the composition and
settle to the bottom. Because low nucleation densitiessize of the droplets that eventually come to rest at the
result from small degrees of supersaturation of the majorbase of a cooling magma. If droplet nucleation sites are
solute species (FeS in this case), the term 1/C FeS

o will tendclosely spaced (high nucleation density) then the diffusion
to be large, leading to large apparent R values.region surrounding each droplet will soon impinge on

If a magma is abruptly perturbed into a state ofthose of its neighbors and it will consume all of the excess
substantial sulfide supersaturation, then the number ofsulphur and chalcophile metals in its neighborhood,
nucleation sites will be much larger, and fully equilibratedreaching equilibrium quickly. The result will be a magma

containing many small, fully equilibrated sulfide droplets compositions are to be expected in the resultant sulfide
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deposits. Thus sulfide ores generated by magma mixing The diffusivities of the chalcophile trace elements are
the most difficult parameters to estimate. Experimentalevents are likely to show compositions that can be de-

scribed by equations (1) and (2), whereas the conditions data for diffusivities of the chalcophile elements are almost
entirely lacking; however, a recent parameterization offor kinetically controlled PGE abundances in sulfides and

consequent stratigraphic offsets between peak abund- published diffusivities of other cations in silicate melts
can be used to estimate D if the oxidation states andances of different metals are more likely to be met

whenever a magma reaches sulfide saturation by passively cation radii are known (Shannon, 1976; Mungall, 2002a).
It is beyond the scope of this paper to review thecooling through the sulfide saturation temperature.

Naturally occurring sulfide droplets trapped in glassy often contradictory literature regarding redox states of
basaltic rocks are likely to suffer from the effects described chalcophile trace elements, and I have selected the fol-
here, as they must have undergone extreme departures lowing most probable oxidation states for the PGE and
from equilibrium during the short time leading up to other chalcophile metals in basaltic silicate magmas,
their entrapment as globules in a glass matrix. It would assuming that they are present as monatomic cations
be interesting to look for evidence of such effects, par- rather than as clusters or more complex molecular species
ticularly as currently accepted estimates of sulfide–silicate in the melt: Os3+ (Borisov & Walker, 1998), Ir2+ (Borisov
partition coefficients for the PGE and Au are largely based & Palme, 1995; O’Neill et al., 1995), Rh2+ (Ertel et al.,
on measured concentrations in these natural occurrences 1999), Ru3+ (Borisov & Nachtweyh, 1998), Pt2+ (Borisov
(e.g. Peach et al., 1990). & Palme, 1997; Ertel et al., 1999), Pd+ and Pd2+ (Borisov

Experimental determinations of partition coefficients et al. 1994), Au+ (Borisov & Palme, 1996), Cu+ (Ripley
might be subject to dispersion of apparent R and hence & Brophy, 1995; Holzheid & Lodders, 2001), Ni2+ (Ertel
KD as a result of differences in D between elements. There et al., 1997), Fe2+. Both Os3+ and Ru3+ are high field
are two factors that mitigate against such erroneous strength elements (HFSE; field strength >10). Field
results being misinterpreted as equilibrium KD. First, a strength here is defined as the square of the nominal
well-executed experimental study will include a de- charge divided by Shannon’s (1976) ionic radius for
monstration of the likelihood of an approach to equi- octahedral coordination. Where cation radii are not listed
librium, generally through reversals of starting conditions by Shannon they were estimated by extrapolation or
or time series. In either case, the kinetic effects described interpolation on plots of radius vs oxidation state. Es-
here would be apparent as evidence for a failure to reach timated diffusivities for these cations in a variety of melts
equilibrium, and the results would be discarded. Second, appear in Table 2. HFSE diffusivities tend to be subequal
high-temperature experimental charges typically are in all melts, so that any highly charged chalcophile metal
<1 cm in size, and distances between sulfide droplets are ion can be assumed to show diffusivity that can be
of the order of 0·1 mm. Qualitative extrapolation of the estimated using the Eyring equation (e.g. LaTourette et
results in Fig. 1 indicates that equilibrium should be al., 1996; Mungall et al., 1999; Mungall, 2002a). Low
reached after a maximum of 105 s (about 1 day) for field strength elements (LFSE: field strength <1) show a
droplet spacings and radii <0·1 mm. Experimenters con- wide range in diffusivity, controlled strongly by the radius
strained to shorter run durations or the use of single large of the diffusing cations. The diffusivity of Cu+ estimated
sulfide melt volumes in large capsules should consider the using the method of Mungall (2002a) is generally the
possibility of kinetic effects on measured KD. largest among the elements of interest; that of Au+ is

somewhat less. Intermediate field strength elements
(IFSE) can show large differences in diffusivity, ranging
over as much as three orders of magnitude in relativelyAPPLICATION TO NATURAL
siliceous melts, but less than one order of magnitude in

SYSTEMS basaltic liquids (see Lowry et al., 1982; Henderson et al.,
Choice of model parameters 1985; LaTourette et al., 1996; Mungall et al., 1999;

Mungall, 2002a). The group of IFSE of possible interestThe analytical and numerical models presented in the
(e.g. Pt2+, Pd2+, Rh2+, Ir2+, Ni2+, Fe2+) have similarprevious section require estimates of several parameters
radii and are likely to show diffusivities intermediateto be applied to natural systems. The geometry and flow
between the extremes of the IFSE and HFSE.characteristics may vary widely, and the appropriate

The melt components most important to the growthchoices should generally be self-evident. There are several
of sulfide droplets are Fe2+ and S2−. The diffusivity ofschemes available in the literature for estimating melt
sulphur in silicate melts is poorly known and cannot beviscosities (e.g. Bottinga & Weill, 1972; Shaw, 1972).
estimated using Mungall’s (2002a) empirical approach.Melt densities can similarly be estimated (e.g. Kress &
Comparison of data presented by Watson (1994) and byCarmichael, 1991; Kucharski et al., 1994) and do not
Lowry et al. (1982) indicates that the diffusivities of theseinfluence the outcome of the models very strongly in any

case. ions are probably subequal in basaltic and andesitic melts,
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ranging from about 10 times that of the slowest moving varied widely during ore formation at Kambalda, there
HFSE at>1100°C to subequal to the HFSE diffusivities is no need to appeal to kinetic effects as controls on
at high temperatures (>1600°C). An approximate FeS partitioning behavior. Comparison of disseminated and
diffusivity is estimated for each melt in Table 2, based massive ore compositions at Alexo (Barnes & Naldrett,
on the assumption that Fe2+ and S2− have similar diffus- 1986) also shows no systematic variation in metal ratios
ivities, which can be predicted based on the relatively that could be attributed to kinetic controls on metal
well-constrained diffusivity of Fe2+. partitioning.

To aid in comparison of the diffusivities shown in As discussed above, it is probable that sulfides at present
Table 2, the bottom row contains the approximate ratio contained in massive sulfide ore-bodies at Kambalda
between the fastest- and slowest-diffusing cations in each underwent at least one phase of their evolution as finely
melt. Recalling that for most of the possible sulfide–silicate dispersed suspensions of sulfide droplets in the komatiite
melt geometries considered here, there is a direct linear magma before they finally settled into pools. The rate of
relation between effective R value and diffusivity, it is mass transfer from komatiite into pools would be too
obvious that the potential for dispersion of effective R slow to permit the attainment of the observed R values
values is great at Sudbury and progressively less important in times less than several hundred years.
at the Bushveld Complex, in ferrobasalts, or at Kambalda.
In any scenario involving open system behavior at Sud-

Bushveld Complexbury, samples of sulfide that preserve the compositions
The stratiform PGE–Ni–sulfide deposits of the Bushveldof original droplets of sulfide liquid should be expected
complex have been the subject of numerous studies (e.g.to display dispersions in R value amongst different metals
von Gruenewaldt et al., 1985; Maier & Barnes, 1999;in the same sulfide droplet of as much as three to four
Ballhaus & Sylvester, 2000). Although there remainsorders of magnitude. In contrast, by using the spread in
some controversy over the extent to which hydrothermaldiffusivities suggested in Table 2 in equation (8) one
processes have modified or even generated the depositswould expect to see that the R values recorded by massive
(e.g. Boudreau et al., 1986; Boudreau & Meurer, 1999),sulfide pools at Kambalda should show dispersions of
the evidence is compelling that the sulfides were derived>�10, i.e. a factor of about three. Relative variations
from the overlying silicate melt in a liquation event, andof R by a factor of three may be undetectable, given
collected at approximately their present location as partthe large scatter typically observed in trace element
of a cumulate sequence related to a magma-mixing event.abundances in sulfide ores and the persistent uncertainty
Considering the 100-fold variation in expected values ofin KD (e.g. Fleet et al., 1999).
D for various metals in the Bushveld U-type magma
thought to have been present in the magma chamber at
the time, there seems to be ample opportunity to observe

Comparison with ore compositions kinetic effects on trace chalcophile element behavior.
Kambalda Maier & Barnes (1999) and Barnes & Maier (2002)

have compiled existing data for chalcophile elementKambalda, Australia, is the type locality for komatiite-
abundances in stratiform deposits of the Bushveld Com-hosted magmatic Ni–Cu sulfide deposits, which are typ-
plex and compared them with the compositions of un-ically thin (<10 m) massive sulfide lenses overlain by
mineralized horizons and with the probable compositionthicker (tens to hundreds of meters) disseminated sulfide
of the parent silicate magmas [B1 magma of Davieszones hosted by large peridotite bodies inferred to rep-
& Tredoux (1985)]. A comprehensive review of theresent a channel-filling facies of lava rivers (e.g. Lesher
compositions of the stratiform deposits of the Bushveld& Campbell, 1993). The role of kinetics in controlling R
Complex is clearly beyond the scope of this paper, butvalues of metals contained in Kambalda-type deposits
some qualitative points can be made.must be rather slight as a result of the relatively small

To a first approximation, all of the PGE are presentdispersion in probable diffusivities indicated in Table 2.
at abundances consistent with derivation from the parentLesher & Campbell (1993) modeled the evolution of
silicate magmas at R values of the order of 104–105 inkomatiite-hosted massive and disseminated sulfide min-
the Merensky, Bastard, Pseudo and Tarentaal reefs usingeralization at Kambalda with a flexible approach allowing
experimentally determined KD for PGE (Fleet et al., 1996;for the use of variable effective partitioning coefficients
Ballhaus & Sylvester, 2000). Furthermore, there is nofor each metal. In such an approach, kinetic effects on
apparent cryptic layering in the PGE abundances withineffective partitioning behavior should readily become
or around the Merensky reef; that is, the composition ofapparent, but Lesher & Campbell (1993) found it neces-
the sulfide fraction of the rock seems invariant through thesary to propose variations in the KD only of Ni. As the
immediate section of stratigraphy including the Merenskypartitioning behavior of Ni is known to depend rather

strongly upon f O2 and f S2, parameters that may have reef (Barnes & Maier, 2002).
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Maier & Barnes (1999) have observed that several of thought to result from equilibrium partitioning at rel-
atively low R near 1000, followed by protracted fractionalthe lower stratiform deposits show moderate increases in

the proportions of IPGE (Os, Ir, Ru) over PPGE (Rh, Pt, crystallization of monosulfide solid solution (Naldrett et al.,
1999). Mungall (2002b) has shown that the disseminatedPd) above those that could be consistent with extraction of

sulfide melt from silicate magma when all six elements sulfide haloes at Sudbury probably result from the per-
colation of fractionated sulfide liquid back up into theare thought to have similar values of KD. They suggested

that relative variations in the abundances of IPGE and silicate cumulates at a late stage in the evolution of the
system, rather than from any process involving fractionalPPGE could be related to the effects of crystallization of

monosulfide solid solution (mss) from sulfide melts after segregation at low degrees of sulfide supersaturation.
formation of the stratiform deposits. In this scenario,
IPGE-rich mss-bearing sulfide material has remained

Munni Munnibehind after preferential removal of residual PPGE-
The Munni Munni intrusion is an Archean layeredrich sulfide melt into an upward-percolating intratelluric
intrusion in Australia comprising a cyclically layeredsilicate melt.
Ultramafic Series (UMS) capped by a Gabbroic SeriesIf the kinetic processes described in this paper were
(GS) (Donaldson, 1974; Hoatson & Keays, 1989; Barnesresponsible for the observed moderate increases in PPGE
et al., 1990; Barnes, 1993). The transition from the UMSabundances over IPGE abundances, the two elements
to the GS is thought to reflect a transition from awith the smallest diffusivities (Os, Ru) would be expected
periodically replenished magma chamber occupied byto be significantly fractionated from the remaining IPGE
Mg-rich magma to closed system crystallization from aIr, because of Ir’s larger expected diffusivities; further-
more evolved Fe-rich tholeiitic magma (Barnes et al.,more, the tendency would be for ores to be impoverished
1990). The uppermost cyclic unit of the UMS is arather than enriched in Os and Ru, whereas Barnes &
websterite layer >30 m thick containing disseminatedMaier (2002) have shown that the Os and Ru abundances
Cu-rich sulfides with high and variable PGE tenors.appear to reflect the presence of excess IPGE-rich (i.e.
The sulfide horizon occurs as a single stratigraphic unitOs-rich) monosulfide solid solution cumulate material.
throughout the exposed portion of the intrusion, and isAs the inter-element variations are contrary to the results
interpreted to represent the onset of fractional segregationanticipated from kinetic fractionation and there is no
of sulfide from the silicate magma (Hoatson & Keays,evidence for inter-element offsets in the PGE profiles in
1989; Barnes et al., 1990; Barnes, 1993). Chalcophilethe reefs, it appears unlikely that kinetics have played
metal concentrations and tenors show systematic vari-any significant role in controlling ore compositions in the
ations with stratigraphic height through the sulfide layerBushveld Complex. The reefs appear to have formed
(Fig. 7). Within a given section, there is typically a lowerfrom fully equilibrated sulfide droplets in a manner
PGE-enriched layer in which all chalcophile elementsconsistent with their apparent origin through turbulent
are enriched at the same stratigraphic level (coincidentmagma mixing events.
layer), and another, stratigraphically higher layer in which
each PGE shows a distinct peak in concentration at a

Sudbury particular stratigraphic level, but the elevation of each
element’s peak is offset from those of other elementsThe Sudbury igneous complex is thought to be a melt

sheet produced by a large bolide impact at >1849 Ma (offset layer). The offset pattern is repeated in the same
sequence in all instances where it can be observed, with(e.g. Dietz, 1964; Grieve, 1994). Liquation of sulfide melt

accompanied or preceded the first appearance of silicate Pd abundance peaking at the lowest level, followed by
other PGE, then Au, and finally Cu and Ni.minerals in the originally superheated melt sheet, gen-

erating a series of important Ni–Cu–PGE deposits at the The offset sulfide horizon in the Munni Munni in-
trusion is interesting because it is a particularly well-base of the magma body (Hawley & Stanton, 1962;

Naldrett et al., 1982, 1999). The large range in estimated documented representative of similar features of several
other layered intrusions. The Great Dyke of Zimbabwediffusion coefficients for the primary Sudbury magma as

shown in Table 2 implies that chalcophile metals should (Naldrett & Wilson, 1990; Wilson & Tredoux, 1990), the
Skaergaard Intrusion of Greenland (Andersen et al., 1998),have been especially prone to kinetic fractionation at

Sudbury. At Sudbury there is commonly a halo of and the Rinçon del Tigre Intrusion of Brazil (Prendergast,
2000) each show similar offset PGE-rich sulfide-bearingdisseminated sulfide up to several hundred meters wide

above the massive ores at the base (e.g. Naldrett et al., layers, which are major exploration targets. Strong ar-
guments supporting the interpretation that the offset1999), which would be expected to show extreme kinetic

fractionation if they had formed by a process involving layers at Munni Munni preserve primary igneous layering
in modal abundance of sulfide were given by Barnesfractional segregation. Such effects are not shown at

Sudbury, and the compositions of sulfides there are (1993). The availability of published PGE, Au, Cu and
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Fig. 7. Chalcophile element distribution vs depth below the top of the sulfide zone at Munni Munni. Data are from Barnes (1993); model
results are described in the text. The two model curves for Pt show results for indicated oxidation states; the model ratios involving Pt were
calculated assuming that Pt was quadrivalent. (See text for discussion.)

Ni contents in continuous samples throughout the sulfide favored a hypothesis involving the prior existence of
platinum group minerals suspended in the host silicatelayer at Munni Munni make it especially well suited for

detailed analysis and modeling (e.g. Barnes, 1993). Barnes magma and their collection by newly formed sulfide melt.
In the following section, I show how the kinetic modelet al. (1990) showed that the gross pattern of offset layers

could be accounted for by fractional segregation of small of sulfide fractional segregation accounts well for the
peculiarities of the offset profile that cannot be ac-amounts of sulfide melt from a magma column several

hundred meters high (e.g. Naldrett & Wilson, 1990). commodated by equilibrium models of sulfide se-
gregation, providing a mechanism for the variations inHowever, Barnes (1993) showed that in detail there are

several features of the offset profiles that cannot be effective partitioning behavior originally proposed by
Barnes (1993).reconciled with the fractional segregation model if in-

stantaneous equilibrium is assumed between sulfide and I have followed Barnes (1993) and Naldrett & Wilson
(1990) in my approach to modeling the evolution of asilicate melt, through the imposition of constant equi-

librium KD values. Rather, Barnes (1993) found that cumulate layer including sulfides that are forming by
fractional segregation from the overlying silicate magma.the profiles could be modeled only by proposing that

partitioning coefficients varied through orders of mag- The calculation is performed on a spreadsheet as a series
of discrete sequential sulfide segregation events. At eachnitude during the time taken to deposit the several meters

of cumulates containing the offset sulfide layer. Barnes’ step a new 0·5 m thickness of websterite is assumed to
have formed; its sulfide content is estimated from the Cumodeling of the profiles relied on ad hoc variations in KD

to reproduce the data. He suggested that variations in content of the actual rock in that interval (see Barnes,
1993). The metals contained in this quantity of sulfideintensive parameters such as f O2 might affect the par-

titioning coefficients but concluded that there was no are removed from the overlying melt and the overlying
silicate melt composition is recalculated. This approachpetrological evidence for such excursions. Barnes instead
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is essentially identical to that followed by Barnes (1993) reasonable set of initial assumptions. It is worth noting
also that the results shown below were not the productand Naldrett & Wilson (1990), except that whereas they

used equations (1) and (2) to establish the composition of a long interative process of selection of model para-
meters; all parameters used were as initially chosen basedof the sulfide liquid being removed, I have used equation

(14). on a review of the literature, and none had to be adjusted
to make the model fit the data.Input to equation (14) are estimates of the partition

coefficients and diffusion coefficients of all the metals of Figure 7 is a comparison of measured and modeled
element abundance vs stratigraphic height (as depthinterest, initial silicate melt composition, and degree

of sulfide oversaturation at each step. The initial melt below the top of the sulfide horizon) for the section
labelled MMD21 by Barnes (1993). Two curves arecomposition was assumed to be 200 ppm Cu, 150 ppm

Ni, and 0·1, 0·5, 0·6, 11, 12, and 5 ppb, respectively, for shown for the model concentration of Pt, one calculated
assuming that Pt is in the divalent state with an initialIr, Ru, Rh, Pt, Pd, and Au. These starting values were

chosen to be consistent with the chosen partitioning concentration in the silicate melt of 11 ppb, the other
for quadrivalent Pt with an initial concentration in thecoefficients and observed sulfide compositions. The es-

timate of sulfide content of the rock from whole-rock Cu silicate melt of 15 ppb. The model using Pt4+ provides
a better match to the data than does the Pt2+ model;analyses was made by multiplying Cu (ppm) by 5·4 ×

10−6 (e.g. 400 ppm Cu× 5·4× 10−6= 0·216% sulfide however, in both cases the correspondence between
model and data is satisfactory to the extent that thein the rock). [For a more detailed discussion of this

approach, see Barnes (1993).] Diffusion coefficients were positions and general shapes of all of the peaks are
reproduced well, as are the shapes of the ratios of Ir/assumed to be the same as were calculated for the U-

type magma of the Bushveld complex (Table 2), which Cu, Pt/Cu, Pd/Cu, and Pd/Ir. The major exception to
the goodness of fit for divalent Pt is the presence in theformed an ultramafic layered series similar to that ob-

served at Munni Munni, except that the crystallization model of a considerable amount of Pt below its main
peak, whereas the actual data show a rather steeper risesequence at the Bushveld was olivine–ortho-

pyroxene–plagioclase as opposed to olivine–clino- below the peak. Apart from this discrepancy the match
is strikingly good. Comparing the quality of these fitspyroxene–plagioclase at Munni Munni. Similar results

were obtained using the ferrobasalt parameters in Table with that achieved by Barnes (1993) with constant KD

and an equililibrium partitioning model, and recalling2 (not shown here). All whole-rock data for the sulfide
horizon at Munni Munni were obtained by digitizing the his conclusion that ‘the observed decoupling between

PGE and sulfide distribution in the offset layer cannotfigures presented by Barnes (1993). Partition coefficients
for chalcophile elements were 25 000 for Pt, 60 000 for be adequately modeled by a fractional sulfide segregation

model’, it is evident that the kinetic model offers aother PGE, 18 000 for Au, 1000 for Cu, and 500 for Ni
(see Peach et al., 1990; Fleet et al., 1999). The choice of substantial improvement over equilibrium models, while

avoiding the adoption of ad hoc variations in the para-a smaller KD for Pt was predicated on the common
observation that Pd is depleted slightly faster than Pt meters governing the model.

Although differences among diffusivities of the PGEupsection in layered intrusions (e.g. Maier & Barnes,
1999). The height of the magma column was assumed do exert some control on the outcome of the model, the

first-order control is exerted by the degree of su-to be 2000 m, consistent with the suggestion of Barnes et
al. (1990) that the entire GS crystallized from a closed persaturation. Since the application of equation (2) im-

plicitly assumes the same R factor for each element inmagma body directly on top of the sulfide horizon.
All metal concentrations were estimated by inverting the system, variations in behavior between elements in

equilibrium models must be accommodated by proposingequation (14) to find the C FeS
o dictated by actual Pd con-

centration with D, KD fixed as described above, and then that their KD values can vary arbitrarily. The kinetic
model permits variations in R factor while keeping KDusing this value of C FeS

o in equation (14) to set the
concentrations of the other elements in the sulfide. The constant, although achieving the same effect as if the KD

were being varied. The degree of sulfide supersaturationwhole-rock metal concentrations were found by mul-
tiplying the sulfide concentration by the sulfide fraction, implied by the model (Fig. 8) initially shows a gradually

steepening decrease in sulfide supersaturation, reachingi.e. I have assumed that the silicate portion of the rock
was entirely devoid of chalcophile metals. The modeled extremely small values at the time when the main Pd

peak was formed. Immediately following this is a secondcompositions of the offset sulfide layer were therefore
rigidly set by the initial choices of melt composition, D stage in which the magma becomes strongly sulfide

supersaturated. The means by which such a fluctuationand KD, and by the assumptions behind the application
of equation (14). No further iterative modification of any in degree of sulfide supersaturation might be induced is

not obvious; however, the object of this exercise has notmodel parameter was used, so that the results of the
modeling are entirely self-consistent and based on a single been to try to establish exactly what the values of the
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Large surface energies between sulfide and silicate melt
may retard the nucleation of sulfide melt sufficiently to
permit widely spaced sulfide droplets to nucleate, grow,
and settle out of their host silicate magmas without
interacting significantly with one another. Droplets grown
in this way, from persistently sulfide-supersaturated sili-
cate melts, will preserve compositions controlled by kin-
etic effects. The fractional segregation of kinetically
fractionated sulfide melts in large, quiescent layered in-
trusions is a plausible mechanism for the generation of
offset PGE abundance profiles. Segregation of sulfide
showing large apparent R values does not require the
equilibration of large volumes of silicate melt with the
sulfide droplets, but can result from removal of small
amounts of sulfide from any amount of silicate melt at
small degrees of sulfide supersaturation. Application of
the kinetic model to the offset PGE profiles at the Munni
Munni intrusion in Australia succeeds in reproducing
observed element distributions whereas models based on
equilibrium partitioning cannot.Fig. 8. Degree of modeled FeS supersaturation vs depth below the

top of the sulfide zone at Munni Munni. (See text for discussion.) The kinetic effects predicted here may be encountered
in a wide variety of settings, and should be considered as
possible controls on sulfide compositions in any magmaticmodel parameters might have been. The solution shown
system.in Fig. 7 is non-unique and may be missing some im-

portant details such as magma recharge. The main
objective of the exercise has been to show that the kinetic
model can account for the observed variation of PGE
abundance with suitable choice of parameters. REFERENCES
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF
EQUATIONS GOVERNING MASS

where C(x,t) is the concentration of the metal in the silicate
TRANSFER melt at a distance x from the interface at time t, and the
Static spherical droplet other variables are as in equation (A1).
The diffusion problem will be considered in a static radial Substituting again into equation (A3) and evaluating

at the interface where x = 0, we find thatcoordinate system, described as follows (Crank, 1975):
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dominated by diffusive fluxes, whereas low Prandtl num-
J=− �sil (Co− Cs) �D

�t
(A7) ber leads to dominant convective fluxes. Finally, the

compositional Peclet number Pe∗ is defined as the product
of the Reynolds and compositional Prandtl numbers,

which can also be obtained from equation (A4) by setting giving it the following form:
a = x. Taking the time integral of (A10) as before we
obtain the mass flux per unit area into the sulfide pool: Pe∗ =

vL

D
(A13)

M=− �sil (Co− Cs) �4Dt

�
. (A8) the Peclet number indicates the ratio between the

amounts of mass transfer effected by convection and
diffusion.

The extremely low viscosity of sulfide liquids allows
Convective mass transfer: moving silicate melt above a their interfaces with silicate melts to be treated as free-
planar interface slip boundaries. Consequently, the flow of silicate melt

past a pool of effectively zero viscosity can be treated asAn important dimensionless quantity in heat and mass
ideal slug flow in which there is no velocity gradient. Intransfer is the Reynold’s number Re, defined as
the case of the spherical droplet suspended in the silicate
melt, the fall velocity estimated using Stokes’ law mustRe=

�L�sil

�
(A9)

be adjusted because the drag on a falling droplet is
diminished by two-thirds if the drop is inviscid (e.g.where v is the velocity of a flow, L is the characteristic
Marsh, 1982).distance over which the flow is felt, �sil is the density of

I first consider a body of silicate melt moving with athe silicate melt, and � is the dynamic viscosity of the
velocity v in the direction x above a sulfide pool with asilicate melt. The Reynolds number expresses the ratio
depth a and a downstream extent X, the two bodiesbetween the inertial and viscous forces in a flow; flows with
being separated by a planar interface. Pitts & SissomRe greater than several thousand tend to be turbulent,
(1977, p. 175) compared empirical measurements andwhereas low Reynolds number flows are laminar.
approximate solutions to a similar heat flow problem;Several other dimensionless numbers are commonly
the corresponding expression for the instantaneous massused in the description of heat transfer. By taking ap-
transfer coefficient ispropriate transformations one can find compositional

analogs. I begin by defining a mass transfer coefficient
m through the following equation, which is analogous to m=

3�2
8

�sil �Dv

y
(A14)

Newton’s law of heat transfer:

J= m (Co− Cs ) (A10) where m varies with position y because the efficiency of
the transfer is greatest at the leading edge of the pool

where J, Co and Cs are defined as before. The mass where the fresh undepleted melt first encounters the
transfer coefficient in (A10) has units of flux (mass per sulfides. I find an average mass transfer coefficient for
unit area per second) and depends upon the concentration the pool as a whole, by taking the integral of equation
gradient and width of the diffusion region. It is not a (A14) with respect to y over the length of the pool and
constant, but relates the measureable flux to the mag- dividing by X; this is substituted into equation (A10) to
nitude of the concentration difference between interface give the flux into the pool as a function of pool size:
and far field. Using the mass transfer coefficient I define
a compositional Nusselt number Nu∗, which expresses

J=
3�2

4
(Co− Cs) �sil �Dv

X
. (A15)the ratio between convective and diffusive length scales:

Nu∗ =
mL

D�sil
(A11) Integrating J with respect to time gives the time-de-

pendent mass flux M into the pool:
where L is a characteristic length (e.g. radius of a spherical
drop) and D and �sil are as defined above. The com-

M=
3�2

4
(Co− Cs ) �sil �Dt2v

X
. (A16)positional Prandtl number Pr∗, defined as

Pr∗ =
�

�D
(A12)

Convective mass transfer: moving spherical droplet

The case of the spherical droplet can be treated by usingrelates the scale of the velocity field to the scale of the
diffusion region. Systems with high Prandtl number are the dimensionless parameters that characterize the flow
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and the diffusive process as described above. The way difference in density between the silicate and sulfide
melts, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Settingforward is to estimate the flux J by combining equations

(A10) and (A11) through their common dependence on L = a gives
the mass transfer coefficient;

J= �sil (Co− Cs ) �D

a
+ �Dv

4a �. (A21)J=
Nu∗ D�sil (Co− Cs)

L
. (A17)

The Nusselt number can be expressed as a function of
Taking the integral with respect to time as before to findthe Peclet number for liquid spheres moving through
M, the amount of metal passing through a unit area ina viscous fluid at high Prandtl number, by using an
a given time, leads toapproximation proposed by Marsh (1982):

Nu∗ = 1+
1
2

Pe∗
1
2

. (A18) M= t� (Co− Cs ) �D

a
+ �Dv

4a �. (A22)

Equation (A18) reproduces Nu∗ moderately well where
If the velocity imposed by an external flow is muchit is known analytically, and is the only available means

greater than the velocity resulting from the density differ-of estimating Nu∗ for 1 < Pe∗ <10. Applying the defin-
ence of the two liquids in the gravity field, then theition of Pe∗, the flux can be estimated as
Stokes’ flow velocity is negligible. The velocity of the
flow in the vicinity of the droplet can be obtained byJ=

D�sil (Co− Cs )
L �1+

1
2 �vL

D �
1
2�. (A19)

first finding the average velocity gradient of the flow,
equal to the velocity difference between the interior of

Two possibilities present themselves for the evaluation the flow and a no-slip boundary divided by the distance
of equation (A19). In one case, the sulfide droplet can across the viscous boundary layer. An effective velocity
be considered to be moving through a static silicate melt can be estimated by multiplying the velocity gradient by
by Stokes’ flow. The Stokes’ equation for velocity of an the characteristic length of the droplet, taken here to be
inviscid sphere falling in a viscous fluid is its radius a, leading to

v=
2��ga2

�
(A20)

M= t� (Co− Cs ) �D

a
+ �Dv

4L�. (A23)
where v is the fall velocity of the droplet, �� is the
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